interdiac
supporting work for conviviality, social justice
and peace in Central and Eastern Europe

Honorary Council Meeting October 2016
All hands on deck!
Charting the future voyage of interdiac
Introductions
The meeting gathered member organisations from 13 different countries of Europe. New
colleagues and friends from Russia and Kazakhstan were warmly welcomed to join the
“voyage of interdiac”-, as symbolically the meeting this year was planning the future of our
voyage in the open ocean of the future. It was very impressive to encounter such a diverse
group. First of all, diversity of unique people with the very special life stories they brought
with them. Secondly, the diversity of different geographical, cultural and religious
backgrounds was an enriching experience.
Diaconia is rooted in community life. In interdiac we are also seeking to sustain and develop
a living and learning community. Community has different meanings. It can be linked to
place, identity or interest and the interdiac community represents diversity but a common
interest in learning and journeying together. Our interest is to work with and for people to
empower them and enable the change towards a life in dignity and peace.
Our wish is to build a community which encourages openness to each other and which also
allows for internal diversity. For this reason we have focused on conviviality. Conviviality
refers to the art and practice of living together. ‘Living conviviality’ means building creative
relationships between people, which recognises interdependency and promotes
companionship.
The gathering followed the aim of each person bringing their own culture and identity into
dialogue with others, in a way that maybe leads all to change and interdiac to change as
well. This is the way of building trust, instead of having a fear of the “other” which may
sometimes lead to violence, if not dealt with openly.
The gathering also created a space for living and learning together. “Old” knowledge and
experience have been examined and new & creative partnerships to create new knowledge
and share new experiences have been created. All this has been done in the light of the
interdiac vision:
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As well as personal introductions the meeting began with a short worship, which reflected the
theme of the interdiac study semester ‘diaconia and social inclusion’. The gospel texts where
Jesus puts children in the centre was the focus of the reflection. In Jesus’ day a child was a
‘nobody’ and it was negative to compare and adult to a child. Yet he wanted to affirm that the
Kingdom of God is for ‘nobodies’! What is more the ‘nobodies’ – the poor – are those who
are blessed! So we have to look for the signs of the Kingdom among the ‘forgotten people in
forgotten places’ and reinforce these signs through our action. In this way the new
community is brought into reality – it was so for the early church and it is so for us today.
Joyful & positive work stories & challenges
The rapidly changing context is normally seen through a half open door and by sharing our
experience we can develop a good overview and deeper knowledge of different situations
and the overall context. It gives the interdiac community a great opportunity for creating new
and imaginative developmental activities.
Lack of interest and uncertainty can cause some people to be isolated and we noticed that
there is often apathy towards diaconal & social activities even from within the churches. The
danger in this case is that the overloaded people become more overloaded. More motivated
people are needed and even more important is to find resources to keep them engaged.
The changing environment also requires changes in the training for workers in order to deal
with the new situation positively. “Change” goes hand by hand with “time”. The pressure on
every member’s time was another issue that has to be managed so as to optimise our
resources and prevent burn out. How to manage with time remains another challenge.
The spiritual aspect of diaconal work seems to be lacking in some cases and the fact that the
surrounding context was shaped by enforced atheism also creates its own opportunities and
pressures. The diaconal aspect of Christian identity is unfamiliar in society and sadly, also in
the churches in some cases. To support a living Christian identity engaged with the society is
a challenging aspect. On one hand the understanding of the issue has been shared in our
meeting and on other hand the question of how the Christian diaconal identity can be
communicated and shared within the church and the wider society has also to be tackled.
For effective diaconia and to fulfil this calling, we need both action and refection, spirituality.
As it was said we need both Martha and Mary’s gifts. Action and personal and communal
spiritual nourishment as well as a renewed relation with God are all seen as very important.
Considering the national contexts of the countries, it is very clear that diaconal work is very
much needed for each society, although the matter of recognition and support by the wider
society and the state differs from country to country. As the practice of interdiac partner
organisations shows, the openness and possibilities for cooperation between state and
church stakeholders depends on both a professional approach, trust building and where
possible collaboration. In this respect, there are many contexts in the region where there are
minority churches and where different faiths live together. This creates a need for interchurch and inter-faith dialogue to break down barriers and create new opportunities.
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The first part of our journey was to become acquainted with the different situations and
developments in different national contexts across the region and then we took a look at the
present interdiac programmes and priority actions.
Double Degree Programme & Other Actions
In the introduction of interdiac training and learning activities, the spotlight was put on the
learning process of Double Degree Programme in Diaconia and Social Service, which is run
by interdiac in conjunction with university partners in Czech Republic and Finland.
People who study in the programme have a desire for change and are ready to make a
change. For this and other reasons, our programme starts with each person´s biography and
motivation and this can be identified as one of the unique points that make the programme
different from other programmes in the social field in the Central and Eastern European
context. The invitation to look back to the past and the life history challenges the student’s
feelings expressed in their reactions to certain situations. We are able to work with others,
when we are aware of our feelings and the roots of our motivation for service. The
understanding of “who you are” creates a space for everybody (co-workers, service users.....)
despite all the differences. Sympathy is not enough. Being empathic allows the creation of a
“space” for difference.
This requires following the learning and working process with open eyes and heart in light of
a diverse world composed of people with different attitudes and points of view and which
leads them to make their own change personally or collectively. In this process of learning
through our contact teaching sessions and consequent practice, the change in the students
can be manifold, including change in terms of their own service model, attitudes and
behaviour to the “other” and in terms of knowing their own limits and resources.
One key word for our programme is partnership. The way that the programme is taught is not
only about lectures, reading and assignments. The theoretical input builds a ground for
critically reflective thinking in practice through dialogue. The teacher´s role switches from the
usual controller to being a critical support and partner for the conversation with the students.
The creative use of gained knowledge and skills in concrete life & working situations builds
an essential part of the on-going learning process, which happens during the periods
between the teaching sessions in Český Těšín. This reflective process is supported very
much by reflection, writing a learning diary and a practice placement report, which already
included a small research project in the first year. Undertaking the placement in a new
country, with an unknown system as well with new people has sometimes been compared
with the navigating “storms” on the open sea. Calming down the stormy waves is an
adventure with a lot of new learning possibilities - if the person is open and ready to it. The
main tool describing and reflecting on the adventurous journey on the ocean is the previously
mentioned “Learning Diary” which the students are encouraged to write regularly. This
supports their personal and professional growth, as reflection is considered to be one of the
building blocks in the steps to become a professional diaconal and social worker.
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The reflective learning encourages students to looking at things differently. Another living
aspect of partnership is seen in the “art and practice of living together”, for example by
meeting for morning devotions & Bible studies, sharing meals together and being supportive
to each other in the time and space when outside the contact teaching sessions. The ties
between the participants have been building up and the “boundaries” between the staff
members and teachers are diminishing. We can conclude that, “we work together and share
our experience”. It is an inspiring and never ending process with the constant invitation to
work with unpredictable situations.
The spiritual values are of a great importance to us and our programme. They are a source
of motivation for certain kind of doings and the faith despite of different church backgrounds
build and strengthen the inner connections which can´t be cut.
Our programme focuses on:








Analysis of the context (in this semester on the theme ‘exclusion’).
Working together & building community.
Developing understanding of social and community development work.
Building up models for Diaconal action.
Theological and ethical reflection.
Working for an inclusive society.
All in all “Seeking Conviviality”.

As well as the degree programme the members were given an overview of other actions
undertaken in the past year, including:





Continuing to work on the theme “Convivial Diaconia” with the Lutheran World
Federation European Solidarity Group.
Networking and Partnership building.
Working with partners on a new project focusing on intercultural and interreligious
competence of diaconal work with refugees and new immigrants.
Planning mobile workshops in the near future.

People are the most important resource
We, in interdiac are fond of saying that the people are the most important resource –
workers, volunteers, activists and the people they work with. The invitation to join hands to
work on the deck of interdiac ship made visible the great richness of knowledge, skills and
experiences that are embodied in our network and partnerships. The members of the
Honorary Council made an inventory of their knowledge, skills and competences. These all
come together in a creative process within the “international family”. The crewmembers are
motivated and have pedagogical skills in diverse fields including:





Social, community development and diaconal work.
Ethics of social work.
Approaches to research and supervising the thesis process.
Active pedagogy in group work, psychodrama etc.
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Developing theological approaches grounded in practice and people’s everyday
life.
Spirituality in everyday life.
Management and leadership.
Project finance and management.
Foreign language skills.
Verbal and non-verbal communication.

All these skills are also available for the development of interdiac itself – organisationally and
programmatically. In addition, the partners are able to:




Organise placements as a platform for gaining new knowledge, skills and
experience.
Offer places to host international events.
Co-operate in developing and running new projects and programmes and acting
as communication partners.

All these resources give us a strong network that can mobilise for change!
Future Islands of interdiac
The participants were then invited to sail in the open sea. After some hours of sailing their
boats reached 3 different islands of the future of interdiac future in 3 years.
Here is what they have found when they arrived:
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From Future Vision to Action
The collective effort of the people working around the table identified the actions they felt
able commit themselves to. Each group documented the resources they could offer to these
actions. Here we give some of the most important main lines:










Mobile Workshops – Themes
Working with Marginalised Young People II:
Renew the handbook,
Create new models,
Strengthen the network on this.
Reconciliation and Conflict Resolution, Peace making; Working with those affected by
war and civil conflict.
Conviviality, community and diversity, community development (also critical analysis
of present models).
Sustainable local economic development (sustainability).
Working with refugees in the CEE context.
Working with men, offenders, men and violence.
Developing diaconal identity in the region, overcoming old models, developing
theology and spirituality of and for diaconia.







Research
Comparative study of the situation of marginalised young people in the region.
Study of homelessness and strategies in the region.
Comparative study of diaconal programmes in the region.
Diaconia in large cities focussed on marginalised groups including older people.




Development
Strengthening communication in the network, more two-way exchanges, use
FaceBook etc.
Creating a best practice archive and supporting the development of new models of
diaconia.
Improving the visibility of diaconia in the region.
Continuing to extend the network and developing new partnerships in further
countries.
Develop more contacts with ecumenical and other bodies internationally.
Support the development of advocacy strategies towards decision makers on
different levels and involving civil society where appropriate.
Publish diaconia handbook.












interdiac 10th Anniversary
Organise a big event/process towards the 10th anniversary of interdiac.
Possible themes are:
growth of exclusion and poverty;
diaconia and the consequences of border disputes and conflict;
diaconia and refugees;
profile of diaconia in the region and challenging the received models.
Link the anniversary to lobbying on key issue(s) and development of the profile.

Please note: There were many more ideas than we could include here!
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Working Together in interdiac
The Honorary Council members created a human dynamic symbol of life in interdiac:
Each person formed a single colourful petal of a flower (facing outwards in a circle);
Turning inwards and linking hands they created a strong network;
Opening up and out they transformed into a ‘flying’ butterfly!
The Honorary Council meeting was a significant event in the development of interdiac,
emphasising the strengths of the partner network and the resources and possibilities for
future development. The Management Team will work in the next months on turning the
results into a more detailed plan and will keep all partners informed.
Please feel free to make additional suggestions, contributions and proposals – contact Janka
Adameová at office@interdiac.eu.
.

